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starter solenoid is an electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter
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VIP Remote Engine Starter allows vehicle owners to start the engine before entering the
vehicleâ€”as well as to activate the air conditioner, heater, defroster and defogger
functionsâ€”so owners can have their vehicle ready and waiting with a comfortable interior
temperature. Find Parts That Fit:. Remote Engine Start. Remote Engine Starter. This product fits
6 vehicle variants. Toyota: 1 models, 6 variants between and Show More. Additional dealer
discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Charles Toyota. Shop Now.
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work in close partnership with leading factories to develop electrical components that perform
and fit to OEM standards. Located in Kingsport, Tennessee, the people of DB Electrical make it
their goal is to get your vehicle back on the road, field, trail or water. DB Electrical makes
starters that consistently deliver fast engine starts. Uncompromising choices in premium
materials and fine craftsmanship add up to high performance and efficiency. Choose a
quality-made starter for flawless operation and long service life. From interstate highways to
gravel country roads and dirt trails, vehicles of all types are performing flawlessly thanks to
quality parts from DB Electrical. When you order from DB Electrical, you can rest assured that
you have electrical products that are top quality. DB Electrical keeps starters stocked so they
are ready to ship when you place an order, getting you up and running all the sooner. A team of
dedicated warehouse associates can often go to work to pack and ship your order on the day
you place it. Top quality and cost savings always add up to a winning combination with every
DB Electrical starter you buy. DB Electrical works closely with factories in the design of its
parts, never simply buying excess inventory in the marketplace like some sellers do. DB
Electrical engineers set high expectations for factories. This partnership produces a starter
worthy of the DB Electrical name. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by:
Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
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search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. DB
Electrical Starters Small details make a big difference in performance DB Electrical makes
starters that consistently deliver fast engine starts. High-quality magnets or field coils deliver
more torque and fast starts Sealed bearings and housings lock out moisture and grime Copper
and nickel contacts instead of cheaper aluminum or steel Quality brushes and bushings offer
longer life and better efficiency True-fit design ensures perfect fitment with every installation.
Proven to Perform From interstate highways to gravel country roads and dirt trails, vehicles of
all types are performing flawlessly thanks to quality parts from DB Electrical. Fast Delivery DB
Electrical keeps starters stocked so they are ready to ship when you place an order, getting you
up and running all the sooner. Production Partners DB Electrical works closely with factories in
the design of its parts, never simply buying excess inventory in the marketplace like some
sellers do. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Replaced the original starter on an 02 2. It is

a little larger than the original but fits in fine. My only issue was finding and tightening the nut
on the solenoid plug which is in the very back instead of on the side. The rest of the install was
very straightforward and took me about 2 hours. Keep in mind I am a short, small, and weak
female. If you're stronger it'll probably be easier to loosen those goshdarn bolts. Definitely make
sure you have the right tools on hand for the project and it will be a breeze. There are a couple
really good YouTube videos that I watched before tackling this project. When I installed it, the
car started up immediately upon turning the key, and it did sound a little louder. I took it on a
short test drive just now and it gets quieter the more I start my car. I'll try to update my review
later on down the road. My part only differed from the pictures with a blue rubber cap over the
negative end solenoid plug, everything else looked exactly as in the picture. Very very
appreciative of this company for selling so reasonably priced AND for shipping it in only 2 days!
I was so happy to receive this part on the earlier end of my estimated delivery date because I
was stranded without a car otherwise. Images in this review. After watching a video on
YouTube, I got the information and the courage to change out a dead starter on my Toyota
Avalon XLS, so this unit looked like a great deal to me great reviews and a very low price. This
starter seems to be well made, and high quality, so just how long it lasts will be the proof of
that, I guess. I still love my Avalon, so I intend to drive it until it gets too expensive for repairs.
So far it's been incredibly reliable and fairly low maintenance. Even the old, original starter
finally gave up in my driveway and not somewhere else where I would have required a tow.
Once this new starter was installed it took me - an amateur - about an hour to do the work , the
car started right up and it sounded solid and pretty much like the old one did. Some people
have commented that this unit is louder than the original, but I can't really say I noticed that. I
even had a neighbor start my car while I listened under the hood, and it sounded great to me. If
this unit performs as long and reliably as my original one did, this starter can't be beat in terms
of quality, performance, and most definitely price. Super strong, well made starter. It was easy
to install and felt like so much better quality than the one I had recently paid a mechanic to
install. The starter I replaced it with turned out to be a remanufactured starter which was bad
despite it being quite costly to install at the mechanic's. My brother installed this gorgeous me
in about 2 hours. He had to remove the battery and air filter system on my Toyota Camry. A
side-by-side comparison showed this starter to be much sturdier, and made of far superior
quality materials. It started up right away and is working great. Very happy with my purchase.
One person found this helpful. I cannot speak to the longevity of this product as I just installed
but it fit and my car started right up. I would have given it 5 stars but I took 1 star off for a
combination of the the product being larger than the orignal therefore making it harder to install
and the fact that the bolt faces the back of the engine making it impossible to connect after the
starter is seated. It is an easy work around but room is tight so it makes it much harder if you
aren't thinking about the process. I have a Camry 2. Remove the clip holding the Hot wire that
connects to the starter, it is the one closest to the starter. Once you have it set in and tightened
down you can connect the electrical sensor as there is easy access. A refurbished part at the
auto parts store was with tax and this was 75 with tax. Great value. Do not buy! So it suppose to
fit my Toyota Camry V6 base on the description and on the Amazon check your car fitment
guide. I attach a photo to show the difference between this one and the one I took off my car.
The wires from the car will not reach to the connector so it is impossible to make it fit. By
Rayman on August 13, I ws a bit dubious about purchasing this because it look a lots different
than an oem starter. Before I bought this, there are several reviews claiming it fits perfectly.
After I installed this.. If you decide to buy this, make certain you connect the positive red cable
to the solenoid first, its makes life a lot easier. My Toyota Sienna needed a new starter. The
starter even came with a letter-sized sheet of paper purporting to be the result of testing the
item we received. Starter was a perfect fit. No unusual noises or behavior have ever been
noticed. I'll update if the situation changes. Update after 2 months of almost-daily service: no
functional problems reported by the drivers of this vehicle my teenage sons. This difference
could be caused by the new starter's gear meshing with a flywheel gear that has accumulated K
miles worth of starting wear. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Replaced the
starter in my Solara 2. This unit seems to be of better build quality than the original Toyota
Denso unit. This unit is hevier, has beefy cast components and electrical terminals. Installation
was easy and straight forward with good fitment. This starter cranks the engine at what sounds
like 10x the speed the old unit ever did. Would take 5 turns to start previously, now will start in
2. The only reason for not giving 5 stars is the location of the terminal for the battery
connection. Tip: Install the battery lead first before bolting in the starter. May need to pull the
starter again if you need to get to the battery lead bolt again. Buy this one. Its a good unit.
Report abuse. This part work as expected. Had to retrofit the part as the connections was a bit
different from the original. But very happy over all with the purchase and the product. Good

quality arrived fast. Put it in my Toyota, it's been running great ever since. Easy install. Pages
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